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Product Ref.

M/KWS01
EURO SLOT
with tags

OFFSETOFFSET
SCRIBER
SCRIBER
For
Kitchen
Worktop
Jigs

■ Allows true
cutter path to
be drawn.
■ Scribes
directly onto
worktop.
■ For 30mm
guide bush &
1/2” router
cutter.
■ Spring loaded
pencil.
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160mm

For
Kitchen
Worktop
Jigs

EURO SLOT
with tags

INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS
For Trend
For Trend Worktop Jigs using a 30mm
guideWorktop Jigs using a
and 1/2” (12.7mm) diamete
bush and 1/2” (12.7mm) diameterbush
cutter.
INTENDED USE
INTENDED USE
is intended to be
This accessory is intended to be This
usedaccessory
with
Trend Kitchen Worktop Jigs whichTrend
use aKitchen Worktop Jigs whic
guide bush and a 12.7mm
30mm guide bush and a 12.7mm30mm
diameter
to mark the worktop offse
cutter to mark the worktop offset cutter
of 8.65mm
using a spring loaded pencil. Thisusing
is a spring loaded pencil. Th
especially useful if there is a jointespecially
at either useful if there is a join
of atoworktop as it will make
end of a worktop as it will make itend
easier
mark out for the cut.
mark out for the cut.

OPERATION
OPERATION
Offset
The Offset Scriber can be used toThe
trace
the Scriber can be used
maleline
cutwill
on the worktop. The dr
male cut on the worktop. The drawn
need to be on the side that the jigneed
is to to
bebe on the side that the j
positioned for routing. For a rightpositioned
hand joint for routing. For a righ
pencil line needs to be on th
the pencil line needs to be on thethe
underside
the male
of the male worktop. Eg. For a leftof hand
jointworktop. Eg. For a l
the pencil line needs to be on thethe
toppencil
of theline needs to be on th
male worktop.
male worktop.
Cutthe
female joint as normal follow
Cut female joint as normal following
instructions
instructions supplied with the worktop
jig, supplied with the wo
then
lay joint
male piece on top for ri
then lay male piece on top for right
hand
or underneath for left hand joint. or underneath for left hand joint
Use
the Offset Scriber to trace t
Use the Offset Scriber to trace the
female
pushing the tool body dow
cut by pushing the tool body downcutsobythe
loaded pencil contacts th
spring loaded pencil contacts thespring
worktop.
The pencil
The pencil line on the centre worktop
will line on the centre wo
show the final cut line.
show the final cut line.
If thetape
worktop
If the worktop is dark, place masking
on is dark, place mas
worktop and draw onto this.
worktop and draw onto this.
jig onto worktop and align th
Lay jig onto worktop and align theLay
correct
edge of
the slot on the jig to the
edge of the slot on the jig to the pencil
line,
clamp
securely and then cut
clamp jig securely and then cut the
malejigjoint
following the instructions suppliedfollowing
with thethe instructions supplie
worktop jig.
worktop jig.
Hint: Marking out is easier for leftHint:
handMarking
joints. out is easier for le

SAFETY
SAFETY
Users must be competent in usi
Users must be competent in using
woodworking
equipment before
woodworking equipment before using
our
products. Consider working env
products. Consider working environment
before
using tools. Ensure work
before using tools. Ensure working
position
comfortable and component is
is comfortable and component is isclamped
securely.
securely.
Please
Please keep children away from tools
andkeep children away from
work
area.
work area. All tools have a residual
risk
so All tools have a resid
must therefore be handled with
must therefore be handled with caution.
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RECYCLABLE

Contents:
M/KWS01 Scriber

ENVIRONMENTAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
PROTECTION
Recycle raw materials instead of Recycle
disposingraw materials instead o
as waste.
as waste. Packaging should be sorted
for Packaging should be
recycling
environmental-friendly recycling. environmental-friendly
The
product and its accessories at theproduct
end of and
its its accessories at th
life should be sorted for environ
life should be sorted for environmentalfriendly recycling.
friendly recycling.
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79mm

MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE
Useand
only Trend original spare pa
Use only Trend original spare parts
accessories.
accessories.
Keep pencil sharp.
Keep pencil sharp.
clean with a soft cloth
Regularly clean with a soft cloth. Regularly
No
additional lubrication is required. additional lubrication is required
After
After use keep product assembled
anduse keep product assembl
return it to its packaging for safe
return it to its packaging for safe storage.

